
U.S.  Navy  Surface  Warfare
Tactics Instructors (WTIs) to
Converge in Washington

U.S.  Navy  Surface  Warfare  Tactics  Instructors  (WTIs)  are
converging in Washington for a conference January 9-12. The
conference, known as a “Re-Blue,” is coordinated and hosted by
the  Naval  Surface  and  Mine  Warfighting  Development  Center
(SMWDC), who leads the Surface Warfare WTI program.

Trained and Qualified Instructors
WTIs are highly trained and qualified surface warfare officers
who have specialized knowledge and expertise in one of the
warfighting  areas  of  integrated  air  and  missile  defense
(IAMD):  anti-submarine  and  anti-surface  warfare  (ASW/ASUW),
mine warfare (MIW), and amphibious warfare (AMW). WTIs provide
their commanding officers with tactical expertise and provide
advanced training to warfighting teams.

About 130 WTIs are expected to participate.

Leadership, Technology, and Skills
While at the Pentagon, the WTIs will hear keynote remarks from
leadership across the surface force, have an opportunity to
refresh  their  knowledge  on  updated  tactics,  and  receive
briefings on best practices from SWMDC’s flagship underway
training, SWATT – Surface Warfare Advanced Tactical Training.

The  conference  is  taking  place  with  the  Surface  Navy
Association’s 35th Annual Symposium in nearby Crystal City,
Va., allowing the WTIs to hear from Navy and Marine Corps
leaders and see the latest in products and technologies from
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exhibiting companies.

“Our WTIs are assigned across the fleet in various shore and
afloat billets, some as the only WTI at a command,” said Rear
Adm.  Christopher  Alexander,  SMWDC  Commander.  “I’m  looking
forward to giving everyone the opportunity to come together
with the greater WTI cadre, refresh their knowledge on the
latest in surface tactics, and at the same time offer them the
opportunity to attend SNA’s Annual Symposium.”

Maintaining a Competitive Edge
WTIs help maintain the competitive edge of the surface fleet
and are the foundation of SMWDC’s five lines of efforts:
• Warfare tactic instructor production
• Advanced tactical training
• Doctrine and tactical guidance development
• Operation support to combatant commanders, numbered fleet
commanders, and task force commanders
•  Capability  assessments,  experimentation,  and  future
requirements

The program is open to all qualified surface warfare officers
in paygrades O1 to O4. Chief warrant officers and limited duty
officers may also apply to the program.


